Special Articles

CIB Membership Development over the year 2000 with comparative data over the period 1998 - 2000

It has been our practice to inform you each year of the status of the CIB Membership. The following comparative data will be shown:
- Membership Categories
- Fee categories
- Geographical composition
- Types of organisation among the Full and Associate Members.

Membership Categories
As you all know within CIB the following Membership Categories are distinguished:
- Full Members
- Associate Members
- Individual Members

The total number of Full -, Associate – and Individual Members as at 31\textsuperscript{st} December 2000 were respectively 55, 290 and 172.

In percentages the composition of the CIB Membership as at 31\textsuperscript{st} December 2000 in these Categories can be derived from the pie-chart below.
The below bar chart shows the new Members and Cancelations of CIB Members per Membership Category for the year 2000.

It can be concluded that for the year 2000, in contrast to previous years, the quantitative increase occurred only in the Categories of Full and Associate Members. This is different from the development over earlier years during which the net growth always was strongest in the Category of Individual Members, as can be concluded from the barchart shown.
Fee Categories

CIB distinguishes 6 Membership Fee Categories:
- Euro 8.580, 5.720 and 1.910 for Full Members;
- Euro 960 and 480 for Associate Members; and
- Euro 190 for Individual Members.

The above figure shows the number of new members and cancellations per fee category in 2000.

Noticeable is the net growth in the fee categories of Euro 480 – to Euro 1910.
Geographical Composition

Within CIB the following main regions in the world are distinguished:
Africa, Asia, Australia – New Zealand, Europe, Latin America and North America

The below chart shows the number of the new CIB Members and cancelled Members over 2000 for each of these main regions.
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It can be concluded - as for the total number of CIB Members - that for each of these main regions the CIB Membership more or less has stabilised, which is somewhat different from developments over the two preceding years, as is shown in the bar chart below, in which the net growth over the year 1998, 1999 and 2000 is shown per region.
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Types of Organisational Members

CIB distinguishes the following main types of Organisational Members: Research, University, Industry and Other.

The above chart reflects the number of new and cancelled Members per type of organisation in 2000. The conclusion from this chart is that the growth of University Membership has been the strongest. This also was the case in previous years as is shown in the bar chart below.

The below chart represents the proportional composition of the institutional CIB Membership as at 31st December 2000, by type of Organisation.